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Paraplegic William Tan's amazing feat

10 MARATHONS 7 CONTINENTS 70 DAYS

NEUROSCIENTIST and wheelchair athlete William Tan has set a new world record - completing 10
marathons on seven continents in 70 days.

In the process, the 48-year-old
covered a total distance of more
than 400km.

The races were held in Antarctica,
Fin del Mundo (Argentina),
Phoenix and Boston (United
States), Bangkok (Thailand),
Cape Town (South Africa),
Amsterdam (Netherlands),
Queenstown (New Zealand),

Canberra (Australia) and Vancouver (Canada).

The current Guinness World Record is held by Mr Tim Rogers from
Britain, an able-bodied man who finished seven marathons on
seven continents in 99 days in 1999.

Dr Tan embarked on his quest in February to raise $1.5 million to
set up a professorship in paediatric oncology at the National
University of Singapore. The funds will be used to bring overseas
childhood cancer experts to Singapore to share their skills with
health-care workers.

He said the toughest part of his feat was the race in Antarctica, where he had to wheel himself over
steep hills blanketed with ice that had melted into muddy slush. Then, he used skis on his chair's
wheels, which made movement harder.

'At one point, my wheelchair went into two foot-deep mud, and I had to be pulled out by five
runners,' said Dr Tan, who became paralysed from the waist down after contracting polio at the age of
two.

This is Dr Tan's most ambitious project. Over the last 18 years, he has taken part in several
marathons and raised more than $14 million for the needy and disabled.

Those who would like to contribute to the professorship should send a cheque made out to the
National University of Singapore, to: NUS Development Office, University Hall, Lee Kong Chian Wing,
UHL-03-01, 21 Lower Kent Ridge Road, Singapore 119077.

Donors should write their name, address, identity card number and contact details on the back of the
cheque, and indicate it is for the professorship.
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